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SCHEDULE OF COMING EVENTS

November

17-30 NOV-State ES Drill-See Article
22-23 NOV-Unit Commanders Course
25 NOV-TRCS-BDUs-ES

Long Term Planning

02 DEC-PT/Leadership
03 DEC-Wing Holiday Party
06 DEC-TRCS SAREX for Cadets
06-07 DEC-Training Leaders of Cadets Course
09 DEC-AEX/AEO-BDUs
16 DEC-ML/AEO-Blues
23 DEC-Squadron Party
30 DEC-No Meeting

SQUADRON APPAREL FOR SALE

We  have  Squadron  marked  hats  and  tee  shirts 
available for sale at $10 each. The hats and shirts are 
black in color.  The hats have the Squadron number on 
the front.  The shirts are embossed with the Squadron 
Insignia in full color on the left breast.  Contact Capt 
Rocketto if you are interested.

CITRUS FRUIT FUND RAISER

ALL ORDERS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY THE 
EVENING  OF  THURSDAY,  THE  20TH  OF 
NOVEMBER.   IF  YOU  MAKE  ANY  LAST 
MINUTE  SALES,  SEND  THE  NUMBER  OF 
EACH  ITEM  TO  CAPTAIN  ROCKETTO  AT 
srocketto@aquilasys.com.  THE MONEY CAN BE 
DEPOSITED WITH LT LINTELMANN AT THE 
NEXT MEETING.

We  have  also  received  donations  from  several 
Officers and Friends.  If you wish to donate rather 
than purchase fruit, Lt Lintelmann is in a receptive 
mood.

Sales Leaders
Capt Rocketto-44 cases, Clan Wujtcuk-25 cases
Col Wisehart-11 cases. Cadet Abbiati-10 cases
Maj Bourque-, Lt Lintelmann, Cadets Scannell, East-8 
cases,  Cols  Kinch,  Doucette-7  cases,  Cadet 
Dougherty-6  cases,  Capt  Noniewicz,  Lts  Miller, 
Manner, Cadets Johnson, Herzog-5 cases
Majs Neilson, deAndrade, Lt Farley-4 cases
Clan Molinari-3 cases
Col  Bridgewater,  Cadets  Roe,  Barbaran,  Orlando-1 
case

Total of 179 cases.

CADET MEETING MINUTES
18 NOV, 2008

C/2Lt Scannell  called the Squadron to attention and 
led them in the Pledge of Allegiance and the Cadet 
Oath.

Lt Wojtcuk led a Moral Leadership Seminar entitled 
"Friends, Values, and Choices."

Capt Rocketto led an Aerospace Education Lab which 
explored the rate of fall of objects and human reaction
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time  using  mathematical  equations  and  physical 
testing.

Cadet Roe delivered an Aerospace Education lecture 
on the construction and function of alternators.

Capt Rocketto announced that the USCGA lecture on 
Thursday will be on the topic of "Bright Black Holes." 
Cadets who wish to attend were informed that the start 
time is 2000 in Dimick Hall at The Academy.

Capt  Bourque  announced  that  a  Squadron  SAREX 
will be held on 6 December.  The exercise will involve 
a  road  search  for  two  emergency  locater  beacons, 
simulation of communication with an aircraft, and first 
aid and recovery of victims.  Cadets are urged to clear 
their  calendars,  prepare  their  equipment,  and  attend 
the  practice  session.   More  information  will  be 
announced at the next meeting.

Cadets Abbiati and Dougherty were each awarded two 
prizes each for their winning entries in the last four 
Coastwatcher contests.   Some  items  selected  were 
water  matches  and  case,  a  book  on  USAF  Special 
Operations, and an ammunition can

STATE-WIDE EMERGENCY SERVICES DRILL

Officers  who  wish  to  participate  in  the  Emergency 
Services  Drill  from  Monday,  November  17th  to 
Sunday,  November  30th  should  notify  Maj  Neilson 
and Capt Noniewicz and state your days and hours of 
availability.   Send an  email  to  both  of  them at  the 
addresses  listed  below.   Put  "CAP-ES Drill"  in  the 
subject line.

docko@snet.net  or pnoniewi@csc.com

BATTLE OF TARAWA
by

Cadet Shawn East

On November 20 1943 , 65 years ago to this date, 
the  United  States  Marines  landed  on  the  small 
island of Betio, part of Tarawa Atoll in the Gilbert 
Islands  of  the  South  Pacific.  The  battle  for 
Tarawa was  extraordinarily  costly  and.  many 
questions have been raised about the reason for 
this invasion and the plan to carry it out.

This was the first time that U.S. Marines landed 
against  a  defended  beach  in  World  War  Two. 
Tarawa was an experiment to test the necessary 
tactics for conducting such a landing.

The Allies under the command of  Army General 
Douglas  MacArthur  had  been  fighting  in  the 
Southwest  Pacific  Theater,  driving  north  from 
Australia via New Guinea to the Philippines. The 
U.S.  Navy,  under  Admiral  Ernest  King  wanted 
part of the action so a plan was developed to open 
a second front in the Central  Pacific.   The idea 
was for the Marines to capture a series of islands 
from Tarawa westward.

The  planning  for  the  Tarawa  invasion  was 
deficient.   When  it  came  time  for  the  shore 
bombardment  King told his  ships  to  get  in  and 
“get  the  hell  out”  to  avoid  being  caught  by 
Japanese  naval  and  air  forces  in   the  restricted 
water around Tarawa.  They also did not spend 
enough  time  researching  the  tides  and  current 
movements of the area. When they attacked the 
tide was at  the lowest point of the year.   This 
meant that the conventional assault craft were not 
able  to  get  over  the  reef.   For  the  first  time, 
tracked  landing  craft  commonly  referred  to  as 
Alligators, were used.

The  pre-invasion  bombardment  was  insufficient 
and  the  anticipated  effects  were  overestimated. 
This error in judgment,  coupled with the strong 
construction of the fortifications meant that most 
of  the  Japanese  defenders  were  left  unharmed. 
There was also a  pause in  the gunfire  that  was 
suppose to let carrier based planes come in and 
bomb but the aircraft were late.   This left  forty 
minutes  for  the  Japanese  soldiers  to  shift  their 
troops and supplies to cover the invasion beaches.

The Japanese had had fifteen months to fortify the 
small island into a fortress that Japanese Admiral 
Keiji  Shibashi  said  could  “withstand  a  million 
men  for  a  hundred  years.”   The  island  was 
covered with 500 bunkers and hundreds of  anti 
aircraft and anti boat guns as well as everything 
from eight inch coastal guns to mines.



The landing assault  at  0900 but  many landing craft 
hung  up  on  the  reef  and  forced  Marines  to  wade 
hundreds  of  yards  through  the  water  into  intensive 
machine  gun  and  artillery  fire.   Those  Marines 
reaching  the  beach  were  immediately  trapped  by 
enemy  fire  behind  a  coconut  sea  wall.   The  small 
number of amphibious tractors proved their worth but 
most were soon knocked out of action.  It took most of 
the day, hundreds of lives, and many acts of individual 
courage before the Marines got off the beach..  And 
then, they had  massive concrete pill boxes and tanks 
to deal with.  The Japanese were fierce fighters who 
would resort to suicide charges rather than surrender. 
It took the Marines 76 hours before they had secured 
the island.

The Marines learned some hard lessons about how to 
invade  an  island,  losing  some  1,100  men  but  these 
lessons would be put to use later on in the war.  This 
was a  hard fought battle that is a glorious chapter in 
the history of the United States Marine Corps.

Cadet East Points Out Details of the Tarawa Display 
at the Museum of the United States Marine Corps to 

Cadet Roe

ANSWERS TO THE QUIZ OF THE WEEK

1.  Rolls Royce aircraft engines bear names such as 
Dart, Tay, and Avon.  They are named after rivers in 
Great Britain.

2.  What is Kepler's First Law of Planetary Motion? 
Planetary orbits are ellipses with the sun at one focus.
3.  What was the country of birth of Steven Udvar-
Hazy? Hungary

4.   Translate  the  Greek  word  "Ontos.",  The  Thing! 
The  Ontos was an armored vehicle carrying six 106 
mm recoilless rifles as well as .50 cal spotting rifles 
and a .30 cal machine gun.

5.  Specifically, to what does "Frozen Chosin" refer? 
For the USMC, the reference is to a Korean War battle 
in late November and early December of 1950.  The 
entry of the Chinese Communist into the war placed 
the U.S. X Corps in jeopardy.  In order to escape from 
Chinese forces which outnumbered them by at least 
ten to one, Maj. Gen. Oliver Prince Smith, commander 
of the First Marine Division, ordered a breakout to the 
south.   Fighting  in  winter  temperatures  of  forty 
degrees below zero, the Marines and elements of the 
U.S. Army and British Royal Commandos fought and 
marched  70  miles  to  the  port  of  Hungnam from 
whence  they  were  evacuated  and  eventually 
redeployed.   Fought  in  some  of  the  worst  weather 
conditions  ever  encountered  by  U.S.  forces,  the 
Marines  severely  mauled  the  attacking  Chinese, 
rendering at  least  six  divisions  hors  de  combat and 
maintained unit integrity in this modern day anabasis.

6.   Who  was  Enola  Gay?   Enola  Gay  was  Paul 
Tibbett's mother.

Enola Gay Undergoing Restoration at the Garber 
Facility circa mid 1970's.

7.  What is the function of the "Brodie Gear?"  Brodie 
Gear enabled liaison aircraft to launch and recover on 
an  LST.   The  gear  consisted  of  gantry-like  device 
suspended off one side of the vessel.  A trolley travels 
down the wire which parallels the length of the LST 
and  a  hook  on  the  aircraft  allows  engagement  or 
disengagement  depending  upon  whether  or  not  the 
aircraft  is  landing  or  taking  off.   The  device  was 
developed by James Brody, a navy officer assigned to 
the  O.S.S.  but  was  used  operationally,  only  at 
Okinawa.



Brodie Gear equipped Stinson L-5 at Udvar-Hazy

8.   Where  is  Mt.  Suribachi?  Mt.  Suribachi,  on the 
island of Iwo Jima, was the site of the famous Marine 
flag raising.  The building which houses the Museum 
of  the  United  States  Marine  Corps  architecturally 
symbolizes this event.

TRCS Personnel in Front of "Iron Mike" with the 
USMC Museum Edifice in the background

9.  What is the German derivation of the word "Flak? 
Flak  is  an  acronym  for  the  German  word 
Flugabwehrkanone meaning aircraft defense cannon.

TAKING TESTS
by

Capt Stephen Rocketto

Anyone living a fully human life will  be constantly 
tested.   Some  of  these  tests  are  paper  and  pencil 
academic  exercises,  others  involve  using  physical 
skills and learning from experience.  Some, perhaps 
the most important tests, require acting in accord with 
moral guidelines.

My career in CAP has been a series of tests, mostly of 
the first two types.  In the last week alone, Over the 
weekend,I had to take the FEMA IS-700 on line test. 
This required studying a series of chapters about the 
organization  and  functioning  of  the  Incident 
Command Structure.  The test was both a paper and

pencil exercise as well as a moral exercise since the 
rules required that I had received no outside assistance 
in answering the questions.

On Tuesday morning, I reported to Westerly Airport 
for a two hour flight review.  This is required by the 
FAA  every  two  years.   The  first  part  was  an  oral 
examination which focused on reading the Sectional 
Chart  and  the  Airport/Facility  Directory.   We then 
flew for an hour and I  received a good workout  on 
radio navigation and instrument landing techniques as 
well as general airmanship concluding with crosswind 
short and soft field takeoffs and landings.

Everyone is CAP is subject to similar programs if they 
wish  to  be  a  useful  member  and  advance  in  grade. 
Here are a couple of hints for Cadets and Officers.

Cadets are generally slow to advance due to failures 
on  the  monthly  physical  tests  and  paper  and  pencil 
aerospace education modules.  The Cadet Cadre have 
noted  that  many  of  the  candidates  have  done  no 
practice and are just trying to get lucky and pass.  It 
will  not  happen!   We suggest  that  you  practice  the 
physical tests on a weekly basis and that you read the 
pertinent module which you wish to pass and then go 
to  the  following  website  to  practice  the  aerospace 
modules or leadership labs.

http://mdln.hws.edu/cap/modules/index.asp

The most critical examinations for Officers to pass is 
the Incident Command Structure tests which pertain to 
their emergency service specialties.  The IS-700 test 
must  be  passed  by  31  December  to  maintain  your 
emergency service status.

To take this test, I recommend that you go to

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWEB/downloads/IS700-
NIMS.pdf.

This is the course summary.  You may also get the 
same material by going to

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/is700.asp

On that site, you can view the material in the summary 
by clicking on one of the "take the course" options in 
the upper right side of the screen.

When you are ready, you can click on the "Take Final 
Exam" box on the right middle of the screen.


